The Crucible Historical Character Pinterest Project
Arthur Miller completed a lot of research about the Salem witch trials prior to writing The
Crucible (as we heard from his address to the press from the Essex library). You must do the
same to find out about the real people of Salem. After initial research, select ONE of the
historical figures for whom you will create an informational pinterest board. You will include
information related to the play as a whole and to the historical figure specifically.
The play as a whole:
3+ pins of settings
1+ pin about church routines/expectations of the time
1+ pin regarding social expectations of the time
1+ pin about clothing of individuals of the time
3+ pins of artwork and/or literature (aside from The Crucible) inspired by the events named in
The Crucible
Historical figure:
Historical figure’s name (has to be an individual Miller included in the play)
3+ pins with key quotes from the individual
2+ pins regarding motivation(s) for the individual’s actions
1 pin with a single (appropriate) word which describes the individual overall
- For extra credit, you may include one word descriptions of your character:
physically, mentally, morally, socially, spiritually
5+ pins with additional historical facts about the historical figure
All “pins” must have the requirements above specifically noted in the “description” portion. You
must also keep all information already in the “description” portion (if such exists originally), and
add information if none originally exists.
Remember to use resources that are reliable for all historical data. Incorrect information will
result in a deduction of points.
Projects are scored according to the general rubric guidelines. For a work-in-progress example,
you may browse the Giles Corey site at http://www.pinterest.com/jrobinson0622/giles-corey-apcrucible-pinterest-character-projec/.
Be sure to either follow my board (the link above) or to send the link to your project before the
beginning of class on the due date in order for it to count as on-time and receive a timely grade.
This project does not require that you give out any personal information. You can create a
Pinterest account using your school email and a fake name if you wish (just let me know what
name you use), or you can create a board on a friend’s site who already uses Pinterest (and let me
know that your board will be on his/her Pinterest account).

